Online Courses from the College of Fine Arts (COFA)
Available to all UNSW Students

UNSW GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES

- **Graphics and Contemporary Society**
  - GENED201
- **The Language of Interactivity**
  - GENED202
- **Seeing Light as a Design Tool**
  - GENED204
- **Curating Art & Exhibitions**
  - GENED205
- **The Art of Plants and Nature**
  - GENED209
- **Textiles: Technology and Tradition**
  - GENED207
- **Fashion: Fibre and Form**
  - GENED208
- **Cross Cultural Sculpture**
  - GENED209
- **Visual Identity in the Built Environment**
  - GENED210
- **Print Advertising for a World Market**
  - GENED211
- **Textiles for Interiors: Senses and Spaces**
  - GENED212
- **Contemporary Aesthetics in Digital Architecture**
  - GENED213
- **Creative Thinking Processes**
  - GENED214
- **Celebrity & the Face in Australian Cinema**
  - GENED215
- **The Art of Scientific Visualisation**
  - GENED217
- **Experiencing and Contemplating Art**
  - GENED218

UNSW ELECTIVE COURSES

- **Graphics, Global Communication & Society**
  - COFA6201
- **Collaboration & Play in Interactive Design**
  - COFA6202
- **Collaboration & Visual Communication in Graphic Design**
  - COFA6203
- **Textile Design: Tradition & Contemporary Technology**
  - COFA6207
- **Fashion in Contemporary Culture**
  - COFA6208
- **Cross Cultural Installation Art**
  - COFA6209
- **Spatial Branding**
  - COFA6210

For further information, please visit [www.cofa.unsw.edu.au/online](http://www.cofa.unsw.edu.au/online) or to enroll visit [www.handbook.unsw.edu.au](http://www.handbook.unsw.edu.au)
College of Fine Arts, University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia
COFA Online courses use the Omnium e-learning system